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as the values of DOP coefficients in the determined time-
frame on the set territory are being defined. However, 
these data do not allow setting the prognostic accuracy, 
which could be relied upon during observations. There-
fore, it is necessary to apply the criteria, which enable the 
possibility of executing observations and their approxi-
mate accuracy.

1. Analysis of research

Limited horizon visibility impacts the effective activity of 
GPS-receivers, while limiting satellite visibility and signifi-
cantly deteriorating the geometry of the satellite constel-
lation. Except this, in such conditions, the errors related 
to outer conditions increase (ionosphere and troposphere 
delays, multi-ways of spreading signals, etc.). In such con-
ditions, to successfully apply satellite technologies, the big 
importance is related to organizing and initial planning 
of field activities and choosing the methods and means 
for observations. With the help of successful selection of 
observations’ means and instrumental enhancements, er-
rors made by outer conditions could be compensated in 
some way. 
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Introduction

Geodesic evaluations with the help of global navigation 
satellite systems (GNSS) have come through the first steps 
to their mass use in all spheres of human activity. 

However, one of the limiting factors to use GNSS re-
ceivers is the obstacles, which close satellite visibility on 
the horizon. Even using the latest models of receivers, 
which support several satellite systems (GPS, GNSS, and 
Galileo), do not guarantee the possibility of work in the 
conditions of city construction or forest territory. 

Using satellite technologies for observations in condi-
tions of limited visibility of satellites demands investigat-
ing the impact of horizon closure related to accuracy for 
determining the location. Therefore, while conducting the 
investigation on territories with limited horizon visibility, 
an executor should make sure that within the radio vis-
ibility zone of the receiver there is going to be sufficient 
number of satellites for observations. For this matter, the 
preliminary planning of observation sessions using spe-
cial software products, where the theory of satellite move-
ments has been used, is being executed. During planning, 
the quantity and configuration of visible satellites, as well 
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Analyzing the literary sources related to this issue, sev-
eral variants of dealing with the limited horizon visibility 
could be outlined. One of them is associated with increas-
ing the antenna height. For this, telescope marks, which 
allow increasing the height of the antenna and increas-
ing horizon visibility, have been proposed (Antonovich, 
2005). For example, the geodetic service of Sweden has 
developed the 30-metre mast, which should be installed 
vertically above the point with the help of two theodolites 
(Kijewski-Correa & Kareem, 2003). The disadvantage of 
this method is related to increasing the errors of centring, 
measuring the antenna height, and associated complexity 
of providing its verticality. 

By locating the receivers not far from the obstacles, 
the errors of multi-ways for spreading a signal increase 
(Bida, 2015). For the elimination of additional resisted 
waves GPS-antennas should be used, which are sensitive 
to the polarization of the signal or equipped with a special 
protective choke ring.

The stability of eccentricity of the antenna phase centre 
also depends on the additional resistance of satellite sig-
nals and the impact of other noise. It should be considered 
with the means of inputting corrections in the measure-
ment based on experimental investigations (Bida, 2015).

Also, the attempts of solving the problems in the way 
of developing the methods, which are able to calculate 
the navigational location based on 2 (Dai et al., 2002) – 3 
(Santerre & Boulianne, 1995) of visible satellites should 
be noted. This is achieved using high-sensitive receivers 
registering the weakened signals from satellites even in-
door. However, most frequently, in practice, the problem 
of insufficient satellites visibility in the conditions of urban 
construction is being solved by setting points of GPS-ob-
servation on the most open territory, i.e., as a rule, on the 
roofs of a house (Fouque & Bonnifait, 2010).

To calculate the prognostic accuracy evaluation, re-
gression equations are being used. They are indicated by 
manufacturers in the instructions of device exploitation. 
However, such equations, as a rule, consider the depen-
dency of accuracy observations only from the length of 
observations vector. In the meantime, the important fac-
tors that impact the accuracy of evaluations are the dura-
tion of a session (Baran & Chornokin, 2004; Tretyak & 
Shushkova, 2001; Tretyak, 2004; Kostetska et al., 2005), 
as well as quantity and configuration of observed satel-
lites (Ohrіmchuk et al., 2011; Gritsyuk & Tretyak, 2007; 
Chernyaga & Yanchuk, 2012; Yanchuk, 2010). 

A significant amount of investigations in this direc-
tion have been executed under the guidance of Profes-
sor Tretyak K. R. (Gritsyuk & Tretyak, 2007; Tretyak & 
Shushkova, 2001; Tretyak, 2004). Particularly, based on 
experimental calculations, the dependency of accuracy 
evaluation of vertical composite vectors being related to 
their length L (within 2–10 km) and the duration of ob-
servation t (within 10 min to 2 hours) on open territory 
has been found:

∆ = ± ⋅ − ± ⋅ ⋅(2.59 0.34) (0.50 0.37)hm L L t . (1)

In the research (Gritsyuk & Tretyak, 2007), the experi-
mentally received dependencies of accuracy of calculated 
excesses from the minimal height of satellites above the 
horizon α (within 5–25°, with the step 5°), the duration 
of observations t (0.1–10 hour), and the vector length L 
(1–10 km) have been provided.
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The dependency (2), which has been received before, 
did not consider the results of calculations executed with 
the minimal angle of the satellites height (5º), the vertical 
component of eccentricity of antenna phase centres, and 
weights of calculation.

Ohrіmchuk, Chernyaga, and Yanchuk (2011) proposed 
criterion which helps to evaluate the impact of duration 
of satellite visibility in the specific sector of celestial vault 
and other obstacles on the accuracy of observation results. 

In the results of investigations, the coefficient of hori-
zon openness kopen, which could be calculated according 
to the following formula, has been offered by the authors:

, (4)

where =1,i n , n – number of sectors dividing the horizon; 
Z – zenith distance of the horizon part that is free of ob-
stacles in the і-sector; Popen. – weight of horizon openness 
in each sector; Pdur. – weight of duration of satellites pres-
ence in the sector.

Based on the proposed coefficient, the regression equa-
tions to calculate the RMSE of spatial mspat, planned mplan, 
and height mheight location of the final point of the base 
line according to the initial one has been received:
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(7)

Equations (5)–(7) have been derived for the duration 
of observation sessions from 0.5 to 2 hours, the lengths of 
base lines from 4 to 7 km, and kopen from 5.86 to 12.05. 
The accuracy of approximation is 2.5 mm for expression 
(5) and 2.7 mm for expressions (6) and (7). Analyzing the 
received coefficient values, it should be noted that they 
correspond to the accepted concept of the factors impact. 
It means that the negative values of coefficients in the 
equations (5), (6), and (7) near the variables t and kopen 
mean that with the increase of observations the duration 
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and the lesser amount of obstacles (the values kopen in-
crease), as well as the values of errors will be decreasing. 

The received regression equations could be used on the 
stage of projecting of GPS-evaluations while selecting the 
location site of observations depending on the size of the 
open horizon part. 

The disadvantage of received regression Equations 
(5)–(7) is that they have been derived based on the mod-
eled data of obstacles to pass through the satellite signals 
and factually consider only the limit of satellites visibility. 
Therefore, with real observations, while considering other 
sources of errors, i.e. multi-ways, the delays of the signal, 
centring, and errors of determining coordinates will in-
crease in relation to calculated ones. Thus, as it has been 
noted in Ohrіmchuk et al. (2011), the received Equations 
(5)–(7) demand the check on experimental measurement.

2. Research methods

The aim of research lies in receiving the clarified regres-
sion equations for the prognostic evaluation of accuracy 
of satellite observations within the limited visibility of the 
horizon based on empirical data.

For the practical check of Equations (5)–(7) 
(Ohrіmchuk et al., 2011), the data of practical observa-
tions described in the research have been used (Yanchuk 
et al., 2017).

In the experiment (Yanchuk et al., 2017), the GPS ob-
servation data of three satellite receivers within two days 
on 5 points have been used. One receiver is located in 
an area with open horizon visibility (the percentage of 
horizon closure is – 17%), and the rest is – under build-
ings with various levels of horizon closure (the percent 
of horizon closure is from 37 to 60%). The registration 
interval of observations was 1 second. While analyzing 
the observations, the data from two permanent stations 
in Rivne – RIVN and RVNE have been used. The distance 
to the activity region from the permanent station RIVN 
is nearly 4.7 km, and from the station RVNE it is 3.6 km. 
The duration of observations on various points had been 
from 5 to 12 hours. 

While analyzing, the time intervals had been divided 
into hour sessions. To check the accuracy of received solu-
tions, the comparison of decoupling increments with the 
etalon values had been executed (the balanced values from 
both permanent stations for the whole period of observa-
tions). 

Additionally, using the preliminary planning, the op-
timal 1-hour sessions of observations on each point have 
been selected. The selection criterion of the optimal hour 
of observations was related to the values of DOP indica-
tors. After that, the comparison of calculated gains from 
the optimal sessions of observations (selected from the 
preliminary planning) with the etalon values (the bal-
anced values from both permanent stations for the whole 
period of observations) has been executed (Yanchuk et al., 
2017).

3. The results of the research 

While executing satellite observations not only the values 
of horizon size matters being free from obstacles, but also 
the horizon part, in which the obstacles are located. There-
fore, to consider this fact in the research (Ohrіmchuk 
et al., 2011), the criterion has been proposed, i.e. the coef-
ficient of horizon openness kopen, which is calculated ac-
cording to Equation (4).

To consider the duration of satellite visibility in a par-
ticular sector of the horizon during the day, the weight of 
duration of satellite presence in the i-sector pdur, which 
is calculated by the following formula, should be deter-
mined:

= sec

max

i
ti

dur
T

p
T

, (8)

where p іdur – weight of duration of satellites in the і-sector; 
Т іsect – duration of satellites presence in the i-sector, min/
day; Тmax – maximum value of duration of satellites pres-
ence in one of all sectors, min/day.

Based on Equation (4), the value of coefficient of 
horizon visibility for the investigated 5 points has been 
calculated. The sector size has been accepted as 10°. The 
minimum possible value of visibility coefficient upon such 
conditions is 0 by Z = 0°, and the maximum is 10.99 by 
Z  = 90°. As for observations, it is not recommended to 
use signals from satellites close to the horizon, we have 
used a cut off angle of 15°. Therefore, the maximum “use-
ful” coefficient value of visibility is 10.31 by Z = 75°. By 
the outlines of obstacles, the average zenith distance of 
horizon visibility for each sector has been determined. For 
5 investigated points, the calculated coefficient values of 
visibility are located within 5.17 to 10.31. For point 001 
from closedness horizon 42% kopen is 7.74, for point 002 
with horizon closedness 50% kopen is 6.82, point 003 with 
horizon closedness is 17%, the openness coefficient corre-
sponds to the value and is 10.31, point 005 with closedness 
37% is 8.46, point 006 with horizon closedness 60% and 
kopen is 5.16, and for point 007 with closedness horizon 
50% kopen is 6.82. The smallest value kopen is on point 006 
with the biggest percentage of horizon closedness, conse-
quently, the biggest value kopen  is on the point 003 with 
the least horizon closedness.

To determine the prognostic accuracy of spatial, 
planned, and height location the regression Equations 
(5)–(7) have been used (Ohrіmchuk et al., 2011). Their 
general appearance is described by the following function:

= + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅open openm a b t c k d t k , (9)

where m – RMSE of the final point location of the base 
line related to the initial one in mm; a, b, c, d – perma-
nent unknown coefficients; t – duration of observations 
in hours.

Let’s input into Equations (5)–(7) the values of calcu-
lated kopen for the investigated points. The received results 
are provided in Table 1.
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Table 1. Received values of RMSE of spatial mspat, planned 
mplan and height mheight location of points

No. of 
points

Percen-
tage of 
horizon 
closed-

ness 

The coefficient 
of horizon 
openness 
kopen, %

mplan, 
m

mheight, 
m

mspat, 
m

1 42 7.74 0.0099 0.0129 0.0167
2 50 6.82 0.0109 0.0142 0.0183
3 17 10.31 0.0070 0.0089 0.0116
5 37 8.46 0.0091 0.0119 0.0154
6 60 5.16 0.0126 0.0166 0.0212
7 50 6.82 0.0109 0.0142 0.0183

Let us compare the received errors of experimental in-
vestigations without executing the preliminary planning of 
observations (they are provided in Yanchuk et al. (2017)) 
with the calculated values according to the Equations (5)–
(7) (Figures 1–3).

Comparing the received errors of experimental in-
vestigations with executing the preliminary planning of 
observations (they are provided in Yanchuk et al. (2017)) 
with the calculated values according to Equations (5)–(7) 
(Figures 4–6).

As it has been foreseen in the research (Ohrіmchuk 
et al., 2011), the calculated prognostic values of accuracy 
appear to be overstated in comparison with practical re-
sults. Only the trend of results received considering the 
preliminary planning corresponds to the data received by 
the formulas of prognostic accuracy evaluation. 

Figure 1. Comparison of RMSE of the planned location by the session duration for 1 hour without executing the preliminary 
planning and prognostic points of accuracy evaluation calculated by Equation (5)

Figure 2. Comparison of RMSE of the height location by the session duration for 1 hour without executing the preliminary planning 
and prognostic points of accuracy evaluation calculated by Equation (6)
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Figure 3. Comparison of RMSE of the spatial location by the session duration for 1 hour without executing the preliminary planning 
and prognostic points of accuracy evaluation calculated by Equation (7)

Figure 4. Comparison of RMSE of the planned location by the session duration for 1 hour with executing the preliminary planning 
and prognostic points of accuracy evaluation calculated by Equation (5)

Figure 5. Comparison of RMSE of the height location by the session duration for 1 hour with executing the preliminary planning 
and prognostic points of accuracy evaluation calculated by Equation (6)
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Figure 6. Comparison of RMSE of the spatial location by the session duration for 1 hour with executing the preliminary planning 
and prognostic points of accuracy evaluation calculated by Equation (7)

Therefore, let’s enhance the regression equations of 
prognostic accuracy evaluation by considering the experi-
mental results of observations. According to our results 
of evaluation, 159 equations of the type (9) for each re-
searched dependency have been provided. As in our re-
search the value of observations duration t is permanent 
and equals 1 hour, the values of coefficients b and d are 
equal to 0. Therefore, let’s use the shortened type of rep-
resenting regression equations:

= + ⋅ openm a c k . (10)

As a result of calculations, the regression equations are:

= ± − ± ⋅(0.45 0.11) (0.04 0.05)spat openm k , m; (11)

= ± − ± ⋅(0.32 0.09) (0.03 0.005)plan openm k , m; (12)

= ± − ± ⋅(0.18 0.07) (0.017 0.005)height openm k , m. (13)

Equations (11)–(13) have been calculated for the dura-
tion of session observations for 1 hour, the lengths of base 
lines for 4 km, and the coefficient of openness from 5.17 
to 10.31.

Let’s compare the received errors of experimental 
investigations without executing the preliminary plan-
ning (provided in Yanchuk et al. (2017)) with the calcu-
lated prognostic values by the Equations (11)–(13) (Fig-
ures 7–9).

Conclusions

The value of criterion of horizon openness for the inves-
tigated points has been calculated. Moreover, the existing 
formulas for the prognostic evaluation of observation ac-
curacy within the limited horizon visibility’s conditions 
have been checked.

Figure 7. Comparison of RMSE of the planed location by the session duration for 1 hour and prognostic points of accuracy 
evaluation calculated by Equation (11)
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The regression analysis of received results has been 
executed. Also, the clarified regression equations in order 
to calculate the RMSE of spatial, planned, and height lo-
cations for the final point of the base line concerning the 
initial point have been received.

The represented equations allow executing the prog-
nostic evaluation of observation accuracy of satellite in-
vestigations, which are based on the data about available 
obstacles. The provided dependencies have been received 
for the sessions with the following criteria, i.e. with the 
duration of observation for 1 hour, with the length of 
vectors for nearly 4 km, and with the coefficient value of 
openness in between 5.17 to 10.31. For further, it is nec-
essary to expand the investigated vectors’ length and the 
duration of observation sessions, as well as to determine 
the dependency for the receivers, which are able to simul-
taneously work with the GPS and GNSS systems.
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